CARs for the AME Recurrent/Refresher Training

- Aircraft Maintenance Engineers and apprentice AMEs have consistently recognized CARs for the AME training as an effective way to prepare for the Transport Canada AME Canadian Aviation Regulations exam.
- also an excellent course for AMO personnel interested in recurrent or initial CARs training, or for PRM prep.

Date - TBA
Duration – Four Days
Hours – 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM
Location - TBA
Instructor - Bill Fraser (author, CARS for the AME)
Text - Supplied
Cost - $489.00 (early registration)

Inquires, bfraser@carsfortheame.com
Website carsfortheame.com
Ph 204 885-3583

Course Content

Aeronautics Act – brief overview of the role of the Aeronautics Act.

From Manufacture to a Certificate of Airworthiness – explanation of the basic process used in Canadian civil aviation, from type design through certification and maintenance.

Reading CARs – methods for effectively navigating and reading CARs.

CAR Part I - General Provisions – important definitions used in the Canadian Aviation Regulations.
CAR Part II - Aircraft Identification and Registration – summary of regulations and standards for aircraft identification and registration.

CAR 403 and AWM chapter 566 - AME Licensing – regulations and standards governing AME licencing.

CAR 507 - Flight Authority - regulations and standards governing certificates of airworthiness, flight permits.

CAR 513 - Approval of Modification and Repair Designs – brief look at STCs and LSTCs.

CAR 571 - Aircraft Maintenance Requirements – thorough coverage of regulations and standards with respect to aircraft maintenance, including maintenance releases, dual inspections, major mods and repairs, and installation of parts.

CAR 573 - Approved Maintenance Organizations - regulations and standards governing AMOs.

CAR 591 - Service Difficulty Reporting – overview of the SDR system and requirements.

CAR 593 - Airworthiness Directives – explanation of ADs and the requirements of foreign ADs and manufacture’s service bulletins.

CAR 605 and CAR 625 - General Operating & Flight Rules - Aircraft Requirements – thorough study of regulations and standards with respect to aircraft equipment and aircraft operation, including elementary work, approved maintenance schedules, and out-of-phase tasks.

CAR 706 and 726 - Commercial Air Services - Maintenance Requirements for Air Operators and Commercial Air Service Standards – summary of maintenance requirements specific to commercial operators.

CARs Sample Exam Questions - 250 multiple choice AME CARs questions are administered, reviewed and explained as the course progresses.

Test Writing Tips – effective tips for writing multiple choice exams.